MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
consular^ praesides; they were divided into dvitates. And according
to Schmidt, there was nothing Germanic about their agricultural
organization.
The king was absolute: dominus noster ghriosissimus rex. He was
hereditary, and the people did not participate in the power of
government. Schmidt, unable to discover any evidence of true
national assemblies, calls our attention to the traces of military
assemblies, but as a matter of fact we find many such instances
during the later Empire.
The king appointed all his agents. There were both Germanic
and Roman dignitaries at his court, but the latter were by far the
more numerous. The prime minister of Euric and Alaric II, Leo
of Narbonne, combined the functions of quaestor sacri palatii and
magister officiorum of the Imperial court. The king had no body-
guard of warriors, but domestid of the Roman type. The dukes of
the provinces and the comites of the cities were mainly Romans.
In the cities the curia was retained, with a defensor ratified by
the king. The Visigoths were divided into thousands, five-hundreds,
hundreds, and tens, with military leaders as to whose attributions
we have little information. It does not appear that tine Romans
of the kingdom of Toulouse, while this endured, were subject to
military service, so that the situation there was the same as among
the Ostrogoths. For a time the Visigoths appear to have had, in
the millenarius, a separate magistrate, like the Ostrogoths* But
under Euric they were already amenable to the jurisdiction of the
comes, who presided in the Roman fashion with the assistance of
assessores, who were legists. There was not the faintest trace of
Germanism in the organization of the tribunal1
The Code of Euric, promulgated in 475 to regulate the relations
between die Goths and the Romans, was drawn up by Roman
jurists; this document is completely Romanized. As for the Breviary
1 m. m. bioch has shown in the revub historique for March-April 1930
how absurd is the belief in certain alleged survivals of Germanism.
Concerning the extraordinarily rapid Romanization of the Visigoths, see
GAMitxscHBG, Romania Germamcat vol. I, pp, 394 ct $e$.
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